Learn to Count to 10 in Russian

One — The number 1 is written Один. It is pronounced by saying ah-DEEN. In the space below write the Russian number one three times.

Two — The number 2 is written Два. It is pronounced by saying dvah. In the space below write the Russian number two three times.

Three — The number 3 is written Три. It is pronounced by saying tree. In the space below write the Russian number three three times.

Four — The number 4 is written Четыре. It is pronounced by saying chih-TEE-reh. In the space below write the Russian number four three times.

Five — The number 5 is written Пять. It is pronounced by saying pyaht. In the space below write the Russian number five three times.

Six — The number 6 is written Шесть. It is pronounced by saying shayst. In the space below write the Russian number six three times.

Seven — The number 7 is written Семь. It is pronounced by saying seeaym. In the space below write the Russian number seven three times.

Eight — The number 8 is written Восемь. It is pronounced by saying VOH-seeaym. In the space below write the Russian number eight three times.

Nine — The number 9 is written Девять. It is pronounced by saying DYEH-veht. In the space below write the Russian number nine three times.

Ten — The number 10 is written Десять. It is pronounced by saying DYEH-seht. In the space below write the Russian number ten three times.
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